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* According to the Historic American Buildings Survey, Nelson
Aldrich purchasedthis three-story, clapboard* house in 1902, but as
HABS also notes, the Providence city directory shows 110 Benevolent
Street as Aldrich’s address as early as 1891. Furthermore, biographer
Arthur M. Johnson, who researched family papers, states that this is
the address "where the Aldriches moved in the early 1890’s." In

- any case, this is the only known extant Aldrich residence other than
his Warwick Neck estate, which he began erecting in the late 1890’s-
and retained, like this house, until his death. -‘ - -

This dwelling was built sometime between 1821 and 1827 for Robert
S. Burroughs, and it passed’through several owners before Aldrich
acquired it. After enlarging thehouse sometime before 1838, Burroughs
sold it in that year to Samuel B. Wheaton, who in turn peddled it -1-a

Samuel.B. Tobey in 18U6. Samuel M. Noyes bought the residence-in 1368
for four times the price it had commanded22 years earlier, and accord
ing to deed records his heirs imparted it to Aldrich in 1902. Whatever
the year he, bought the dwelling, Aldrich retained it until his death
in 1915. It passedsubsequently to his wife, then to his daughter,
and finally to his son Winthrop, who upon his death in 19714 left the
hoUse to the Rhode Island Historical Society for use as a museum.
The society has received, for developmentof the museum, a sizable
grant front the Rockefeller Brothers Fund. This may result in the addi
tion of another small wing tO the rear of- the house becausearea
building codes require public restrooms in’ public structures, and the
historical society prefers attachinga compatible wing to altering the
interior configuration of the dwelling.

The greenish-gray-painted dwelling rests on a corner lot’, has a
stuccoed brick foundation, faces south, and consists of a rectangular
main block, two side porches one of which is enclosed, and three -

rear wings or extensions. Measuring 145 feet across its five-bay-wide
front facade and 141 feet along its four-bay-wide sides, the main block
bears a low-pitched hip roof topped .by a square, center-placed cupola
and four corner-placed, gray-painted,brick chimneys. A modillion
cornice with denticulated frieze decorates the roof line and supports
a wood, roof railing consisting of alternating wood panels and sets
of turned balusters. Wood quoins highlight wall corners, and a plank
water table separateslower walls from the foundation.

114 *

Arthur M. Johnson., Winthrop W. Aldrich: Lawyer, Banker, Diplomat
Boston, 1968, 6
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All main block windows are set in wood surrounds, and all but
two of those openings are rectangular and flanked by dark-green-painted,
louvered, exterior shutters. With the exception of a palladian window
in the front, second-story, ‘center bay and four first-story openings
on the west side, all first- and second-story windows are six-over-six
sash topped by a wood entablature with dentiled frieze. The entabla
ture design is repeated over the flanking sections of the palladian
opening. On the third floor, except for a modified palladian window
in the front center bay, all openings have three-over-six sasheswith
shouldered architraves. -

Sheltering the main block’s center-placed front entrance is a
small, one-tier portico formed by two pairs of Doric columns and two
.rectangular pilasters supporting an entablature whose dentiled frieze
and modillion cornice match the roof-cornice design. Likewise, atop
the flat-roofed portico a railing copies the one on the main roof,
and creates a balcony. The aforementioned, second-story palladian
window that overlooks the balcony represents an alteration, for origi
nally, according to Rhode Island Historical Society officials, the
portico had an enclosed second tier. -, -

A 40-foot-lorzg,.five-bay, first-floor, hip-roofed veranda repeats
the basic portico design along the west side of the main block. Here
six individual Doric Columns and two rectangular pilasters provide
root support. A wood railing with turned balusters crosses the lone
south bay and four southernmost west bays. The northernmost west bay
isonly partially railed, and through it passes.aset of dogleg steps
that provide access’ to the veranda floor. Apparently an identical
veranda formerly graced the east side of the main block. There now
is a one-story wing with dimensions that match those of the west
veranda and suggest an enclosed porch. It has four east bays, two
Of which have a segmentally arched six-over-six sash window. One bay
has a tripartite segmentally arched opening, and one has a small
square window. -

- Generally, the basic trim and window design of the main block is
repeated in the rear wings and extensions, with the chief exceptions
being the absence‘of shoulders on third-story window architraves and-
the rise of plain, vertical, wood qucins on some wall corners.
Specific dates for these additions are not knQwn. Deed records indi
cate that part, if not all, of the three-story, L-shaped wing immediately
rear of the main block was added sometimeprior to 1850. The wing’s
roofline is slightly lower than that of the main block, and there is
no dentiled frieze underneath the cornice, but the two sections’ roof
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railings are identical. Affixed to the narrow rear or north end of
- the three-story wing is a smaller but similarly laid out two-story

extension with a dentiled, boxed cornice. Lastly, jutting rearward
from the north end of the west veranda, a one-story, hip-roofedell
fills a space created-by the north-south plane of that veranda’s west
ward expanse and the east-west plane of the rear wall- of the shorter
portion of the two-story extension. Aldrich added this fourth section
of the house as a ballroom. Highlighting its one north bay and each
of its three west bays is a pair of shuttered, French double doors
topped by a square, two-over-two transom and a wood entablature with
dentiled frieze. ‘ -

*
- Main entrance to’ the Aldrich House is a single, four-panel, wood

door under the portico on the south facade. ,Flanked by sidelights
consisting of one long vertical glass and one short wood panel, and
topped by a semi-elliptical, leaded-glass fanlight, the doorway, is
accessible from the street via a short concretç walk’:- and several iron-
balustraded concrete steps. The rear entrance, setin the short
section. of the two-story rear extension, is a single, nine-pane, glass-
and-wood door flanked by sidelights, sheltered by a one-bracket-supported
hood, and accessible via four wood steps.

Inside, ‘the dwelling features a central hall plan, with the
‘corridor extending from the front door through :he main block, the
three-story rearwing, and the two-story rear extension to the rear
door. Most walls throughout the house are plaster with ornamental
plaster cornices. Main block walls display wainscoting, and some
upper-story walls exhibit paper coverings. Parquet flooring predomi
nates in the main block, and plain hardwood prevails in most other
areas. A few pieces of original furniture remain.

Left of the central hail on the first floor are a 17- by 21-foot
front parlor and a 17- by 17-foot rear parlor connected to each other
by a double, sliding door and linked to the hail by individual single,
hinged, transomed doors.’ Corresponding rooms right of the hail are
a library and dining room, which lack a connecting door. The elongated
east wing contains a bath off the library and a bookshelf-lined alcove
off the dining room.- Rear of the dining room is a pantry and kitchen
and beyond that a servants’ sitting room. Rear of the parlOrs and ac
cessible by a short stair from the hallway is the high-ceilinged, teak
wood-floored, chandelier-ornamentedballroom. - -

At the, rear of the main-block-sectiot of the central hall, a railed,
turned-balustered, open-string,spiral stair rises to.the upper stories,
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where the floor plans are similar to that of the main level. Along the
left wall of the rear portion of the first-story hail, an open,- single-

- flight ‘stair also mounts to the second floor, from wheñce,asimilar one
- ascends to the third story. On the second story the front room on

each side of the hall is a sitting room. Rear of each, but separated
in each case by closets and a bath, is a bedroom. Right of the hail
in the rear section of the second floor are a bath and three bedrooms;

* left is a bath and dressing room. The third story contains four bed-
* rooms in the main block and four -in the rear wing.

.The Aldrich House sits on a shaded lot flanked on the south and
east sides by a white-painted wood fence. Flagstone walks surround
the dwelling, and an informal garden adorns thewest lawn. The grounds,
like the residenôe, are well maintained.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Few men in American history have exercised as:muchpower and
wielded as much influence as Nelson W. Aldrich did in’ hi career in
the U.S. Senate from i88i to 1911. As "boss" of the Senate, Aldrich,
ably assisted by William B. Allison of Iowa, John C. Spoonerof Wis
consin, and Orville H. Platt of Connecticut, exercised control over
legislative proceedings to such an extent that he had a veto power
over proposed legislation. In the process, according to historian
David J. Rothman, he "transformed the Senate until it no longer re
sembled its predecessors," making it more- "similar to the inStituti1n
that Eisenhowerconfronted . . . [than] that of Lincoln and Grant."
Even a strong President like Theodore Roosevelt had to capitulate to
him, says historian George E. Mowry, because "unless he cooperated
with the foran led by Aldrich, little if any legislation could be
won from art overwhelmingly conservative Congress."2 * -

Aldrich was motivated, according *to historiana Horace S.’ and
Marion G. Merrill, by a belief that "business and government should
combine to run the country [but that business should play the leading
role."3 It was for this reason that he fought measureslike the Mann-
Elkins Act and the Hepburn Act until their provisions were modified
to suit the business community. Aldrich’s area of greatest expertise
was the protective tariff and he played an important role in shaping
every tariff bill from 1843 to 1909. In 1909 he was largely responsi
ble for passageof the Payne-Aldrich Tariff which mflntained high -

tariff schedules despite an overwhelming public desire that they be
lowered. After the Panic of 1907, he was instrumental in enactment
of the Aldrich-Vreeland Act for a system of emergencycurrency which,
according to historian Robert H. Wiebe, "began the legislative process

1
David J. Rothman, Politics and Power: The United States Senate,

1869-1901 New York, 1969, ‘13.
2 1

George E. Mowry, The Era of TheodoreRoosevelt and the Birth of
Modern America, 1900-1912 New York, 1958, 122.

3
Horace S. and Marion G. Merrill, The Reub1ican Command, 1897-1913

Lexington, 1971, 25. -‘

2-Si.
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toward the Federal Reserve System."1 By 1909 he had begun to advo
cate what became known as the Aldrich Plan--a proposal for a private-
ly controlled central bank patterned after those of Europe with 25
branches and designed to provide for flexible currency.

After* 1909 Aldrich’s power began to decline, says Horace 5. and
Marion G. Merrill, largely becausehe "failed to grasp the depth and
intensity of anger among the voters of the Middle West and the West
and misunderstood their champions in the Senate."5 Also, he came
,under fire from muckraking journalists and progressives to such an
extent, says historian George E. Mowry, that he "came to personify he
evils that had afflicted American society during the past decades."

* From at least as early as 1902 and possibly as early as 1891, until
his death, Aldrich maintained his permanent home in this three-story,
greenish-gray-painted, clapboard house. Upon his death it passed
to various family members, and when Aldrich’s son Winthrop died in
19711, he left it to the Rhode Island Historical Society. It is
being used currently as a museum and conference center. There is
one other known extant Aldrich residence--a Warwick Neck estate, which
he developed and used at the same time he retained this Providence
dwelling.

Biography

Nelson Wilmarth Aldrich was born November 6, 1841, in Foster,
R.I., to Anan and Abby B. Aldrich. Although his family was poor, they
made certain that he received a good common school education. At
age 17 Aldrich moved to Providence wh6re he soon obtained employment
with Waldron and Wightman, one of the State’s leading wholesale
grocers. In 1862 he jdined the Union Army, but an attack of typhoid
fever put a quick end to his military career. Returning to Waidron
and Wightman, -Aldrich rose rapidly in the firm and by age 24 had be
come a junior partner. As his fortune grew, he invested in banking,
sugar, rubber, traction, gas, and electricity and within a few years
was a multimillionaire. * -

Robert H. Wiebe, Businessmenand Reform: A Study of the Progres
sive Movement Chicago, 1968, 6B.

5
6Me"uu1 and Merrill, The Republican Command, 25.

Mowry, The Era of Theodore Roosevelt, 248.
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Turning his attention to politics, in 1869 Aldrich won election
to the Providence Common Council as an independent Republican. He
remained on the council 5 years, serving as its president in 1872-
1873. Forming an alliance with State Republican boss Henry Anthony,
Aldrich was selected as a delegate to the 1872 -and 1876 Republican
National Conventions. In 1875 he was elected to the first of 2 terms
in the State legislature, serving as speaker in the 1876 session.

* In 1878 Aldrich won election to the U.S. House. Reelected 2
years later, he soon resigned becausethe Rhode Island Legislature
in 1881 elevated him to the U.S. Senate where he was to remain for
the next 30 years. In his political philosophy, Aldrich, according
to historian George E. Mow-ry, was "almost a pure Hamiltonian. That
wealth should rule the country was almost axiomatic to him; otherwise
all security would depart and the hope for progress end."7 -

Aldrich, according to hstorian H. Wayne Morgan, was a "formidable
expert on revenue measures." His area of expertise was the tariff,
and he exercised ma.jor influence on every U.S. tariff measure from
1883 to 1909. In 1883 Aldrich helped frame the "Mongrel" Tariff and
in 1888 led the Republican attack on the Mills bill to lower the tariff.
"The counter bill brought forward in the Senateas a party program,"
says biographer Nathaniel Wright Stephenson, "was largely his work,"
and it in turn served as the Republican platform for 1888 and the
model for the 1890 McKinley Tariff, which he- guided through the
Senate after raising the rates of the House version.’ In 18914 his
skillful maneuvering and adroitness at parliamentary procedure was
largely responsible for preventing any great revision downward
in the Wilson-Gorman Tariff. In 1909 he was instrumental in passage
of the Payne-Aldrich Tariff which maintained high schedulesdespite
an overwhelming public desire that they should be lowered.

After Republicans regained the Presidencyin 1896, Aldrich
emerged as the most powerful man in Congress and oneof the most
powerful in the Nation. Working closely with William B. Allison of
‘Iowa, John C. Spooner of Wisconsin, and Orville H. Platt of-Connecti-

7
The Era of Theodore Roosevelt, 115. -

H. Wayne Morgan, From Hayes to McKinley: National Party Politics,
1877-1896 Syracuse, 1969, 3119.

9
Nathaniel Wright Stephensoz, "Nelson Wilmarth Aldrich," DictionarY

of American Biography, I New York, 1928, 152
251-
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cut, Aldrich, according to historian David J. Rothman, "established
and clarified the authority that Senateparty officers could wield"
B41dentrenchedand tightened personal leadership and party discipline."lC
By 1901 Aldrich yas so powerful that even a strong President like
Theodore Roosevelt had to defer to his wishes if he wanted to get
his legislative program passed. Aldrich fought measureslike
the Mann-Elkins Act and the Hepburn Act until their provisions were
modified to make them acceptable to the businesscommunity.

- After the Panic of 1907, Aldrich increasingly turned his atten-
tion to the problem of inflexible currency. In 1908 he was largely
responsible for enactment of the Aldrich-Vreeland Act providing for
emergencycurrency during periods of financial stringency. This
measurealso created theNational Monetary Commission with Aldrich
as its chairman to study the currency problem. Aldrich, says his
biographer Nathaniel Wright Stephenson,became an "ardent convert to
the idea of a central bank" who wanted"to transplant the stem of
one of the great Europeanbanks . . . bodily to America." In 1909
the Commission released what came to be known as the Aldrich Plan--
a proposal for a privately controlled-central bank patterned after
those in Europe with 25 branches and designed to provide for flexible
currency. -

- After 1909 Aldrich’s power began to decline, says Horace S. and
-Marion 0. Merrill, largely becausehe "failed to grasp the depth and
intensity of anger among the voters of the Middle West and the West
and misunderstood their champions in the Senate."12 Also he came
under increasing attack from muckraking journalists and progressives,
and he soon began to symbolize the evils they were combatting-. Partly
as a result of this criticism, Aldrich decided not to stand for reelec
tion in 1911.

Even after he left the Senate, Aldrich, according to historian
Arthur S. Link, was1!sti1l the pre-eminent Old Guard spokesmanon
financial matters." ‘ He continued to advocate enactment of the
Aldrich Plan, but the Democratic victories of 1910 and 1912 insured

10 - * -

Rothman, Politics and Power, 4. -

11 - * * -

Nathaniel Wright Stephenson,Nelson W. Aldrich: A Leader in
American Politics New York, 1930, 378.
*

- 12 -

1,Merri11 and Merrill, The Republican Command, 25.
- - -‘Arthur S. Link, Wilson: The New Freedom Prinoeton, 1956, 235.
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its -defeat. He washigh1y critical of the Federal Reserve Act, be-
lieving the proposed system had been ruined by giving the Federal
Government control over the Board and the issuance of currency. On

- April 16, 1915, Aldrich died in New York City at the age of 73.
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